
Does Paul think that the law is 
good? – he seems not to be 
able to make up his mind in 

Romans?

Hopefully, reading the Bible will generate plenty of questions!  I (Steve) will do my best to give 1 paragraph ideas and musings to the questions raised – but these will not be the ‘only’ 
answer in many cases (I am not omniscient, nor even anywhere near as knowledgeable as many others I know). I will also know some things better than others – for example, I am better 
acquainted with Marks gospel than the others and John’s writings more than Paul’s. Ask me about Jeremiah and Job and I’m virtually clueless, I’ll have to seek others thoughts! Some may 
disagree with my thoughts given as answers – that is absolutely fine, disagreeing respectfully is important (demonstrating this at college, one fellow tutor and I let students observe us 
debating the various ‘John’ writings in scripture – gospel, 3 letters and Revelation, the extent to which they may be the same or different authors – we disagree, but are not arrogant 
enough to proclaim that one of us is definitely right to the exclusion of the other). There are some things which it is definitely important to be sure and ‘right’ about – such as who Jesus is, 
and others where it is not really important (such as which John wrote Revelation). There are some things which it is important to be certain about. There are some other things where we 
do not have certainty.
So, following are my imperfect, human musings to the questions Bible School students have raised. If others have better, wiser, or even just alternative thoughts (but biblically based and 
thought through) - let me know, we may be able to incorporate them. 
I’ll get as far as I can with the questions in the time I have available – so do bear with me if one or two remain unanswered for a while.

This week (and the next 2), I have to do a bit of my ‘paid employment’  (note: work and paid employment are not the same thing!), so I’ll be a little slower 
with my suggested answers. Please be patient – I will get there eventually.
I am also conscious that there are still some unanswered from previous weeks ... I’ll get there eventually.

There are a couple which I can ‘cut & paste’ from other parts of the course, and a few I can do ‘off the top of my head’, but for the others, I’ll just put up the 
questions for people to read and to ensure that we don’t forget them. If anyone else wants to go for a single paragraph answer to any – please do.
Keep well, keep studying, keep being surprised and keep questioning.

Steve

Romans 1: 24/26 ‘God gave 
them over in their sinful 

desires?’ – what?
Does God ever give up on 

people?

Did Jesus doubt? John 12:27



Revelation 13 – what is that 
about ?

What are the dragon and 
beasts meant to represent?

Revelation 13 – in Jewish thinking, the sea was part of a primordial chaos and part of the battle from the fall was the powers of evil 
seeking to return the world to chaos – hence why Rev 21:1 says there is no sea in heaven – that is no anti-God powers of chaos. This is 
also part of why the Jews really did not get on with the Philistines – a sea-faring race originally from the Greek islands – feared even by 
the Egyptians for their pirate raids! So, the beast comes from the SEA. Several Ancient Near East Civilizations have carvings of gods 
standing on the seas to assert their authority over the primordial chaos (we saw them on the screen in session 3) – so, Jesus walking 
on water was about him being God, not about catching up because he’d missed the boat!  Are the Genesis ch6 week 3 ‘Priority 2’ 
readings relevant to this line of thought? The 2nd beast comes from the earth – scholars vary in what they think (as always), but this is 
probably something more man-made such as empires and governmental systems – there appears to be less consensus in 
understanding this one, you can find at least half a dozen ideas on line; I’d suggest not becoming too attached to just one 
idea/interpretation.
The dragon is one of the personifications of the devil in the scriptures – see the chapter before, Revelation 12: The dragon there was 
trying to devour the woman's child at the moment of his birth (Revelation 12:4) is a reference to Herod the Great's attempt to kill the
infant Jesus (Matthew 2:16). Through his death and resurrection, Jesus "was snatched up to God and to his throne" (Revelation 12:5).

How do we recognise the 
wounded?

What do you do when you feel 
overwhelmed working with the 

wounded?

Brilliant question.
So much so, I’ve chatted (well, ‘Messenger-chatted’) with the friend who I described as having consistently walked with many, many 
wounded over the past 20+ years   - terminal diseases, relationship breakdowns, elderly parents declining, children and teenager 
crises, parents with ill and disabled children, people with self-destructive habits .... And those are just the ones she’s told me about.
I have some thoughts from her and some from elsewhere and will unpack some of those briefly in the early part of the next Monday
session.
I’ll also add something which came out in the evening session last Monday – often those who are best at walking with the wounded
are those who have been deeply wounded themselves.

Another brilliant question.
I’ll need to think .... And maybe ask my ‘Walking with the wounded Ninja’ friend!



What about Genesis and the 
law? Was it a sin technically?
How do they know what God 

wants them to do?

I am guessing that the question is about Eve and Adam taking the fruit.
Several points – they did a lot more wrong than that – I’ve mentioned elsewhere that I once had to do an essay on ‘What did Adam
and Eve do wrong?’ and I counted 11 crimes/sins/wrongdoings of which taking the fruit was number 7.
Here’s a summary of crimes 1 & 2 from that essay:

Wrongdoings committed by Adam and Eve.
1.   “…the serpent … said to the woman…” Ch3.v1
Mankind had a unique identity and unique role. Identity = ‘image and likeness’ of God, TSLM & DMWT. The role in Genesis 1 is to:
• rule over “all the earth” v26
• be fruitful and increase in number – fill the earth v28
• subdue the earth v28
In Genesis 2, J1 develops the role of mankind in creation and specifically in Eden adding that he was to:
• work the garden  Ch 2 v15
• take care of the garden   v15
• name the animals  v19
P and J1 therefore combine to give man a unique place of authority commensurate with his identity of ‘image and likeness’ of the creator. He was to be the creator 
God’s ‘human lieutenant’.1 Woman was created to be a helper and co-worker in these roles.
Adam and Eve’s first crime was therefore evident in the very presence of the serpent in the garden. Their role included taking care of the garden which, with the 

spiritual overtones and temple imagery of the garden must have included keeping it holy and not allowing evil to enter. The very fact that the serpent was in the 
garden and, once discovered, not immediately cast out demonstrated that Adam and Eve had failed in this role. 
2.     “…the serpent … said to the woman…” v1     “…the woman said to the serpent…” v2
Secondly, the serpent was talking to the woman – conversing as an equal. Part of the divine mandate in P’s narrative was to ‘subdue’. The conversation itself is 
evidence that this task had not been fulfilled.

And, later ...... Crime 11:
11.    “…the woman you put here…”v12
Adam tried to shift the blame for the wrongdoing away from himself, firstly to the woman and secondarily to God himself – his argument is that it was God who
created the woman, therefore ultimately it must be God’s fault that something has gone wrong. When God moves on to question the woman, she equally tries to 
pass the blame in v13 “..the serpent deceived me..” 

Regarding was it sin and did they know? – In Genesis 2.17, God was explicit in that they were not to eat from that tree – so it was a disobedience to a known 
command:
15 The LORD God took the man and put him in the Garden of Eden to work it and take care of it. 16 And the LORD God commanded the man, “You are free to eat 
from any tree in the garden; 17 but you must not eat from the tree of the knowledge of good and evil, for when you eat from it you will certainly die.”

Did Adam & Eve break the ‘law’ 
(Romans 5) ?


